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About This Game

From a distant corner of the galaxy, an evil alien race sets in motion a sinister plan to conquer the Earth. They unleash a
powerful catalyst — Energy X — that imbues the planet's worst miscreants with super-powers to bring the planet to its knees.

Now Earth's only hope lies with a new breed of heroes... The Freedom Force!
Command a squad of comic book heroes in the defense of Patriot City. Choose from over a dozen heroes or create your own
comic champions. Fight for freedom in over 20 action-packed missions. Restore order in a completely interactive 3D world.

Take your heroes online and join the fight in multiplayer mode.*

*Multiplayer available in LAN or Direct IP Only.
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This game is literally unplayable. The clicking does not work most of the time. When you click to move you end up running
away, its pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 A real shame too, because the game is pretty damn fun (at least I
remember it being that way.). Awesome. What a fun ride. This is a very entertaining game. It's tactics on real-time with
superheroes. The graphics are totally like those you can see on comics made in the '60s and the '70s. Pause at any time and you
will get a vignette. The developers capture the spirit of those days pretty well. The voice acting is great and sounds just like the
old superhero T.V. Saturday cartoons like JLA. All here is right about the concept, the story is also good. The game itself is a
top-down RPG with a lot of combat, real-time strategy with pause. Plenty of heroes with different powers that are fun to use.
Varied and challenging enemies.

About bugs, there's one, the only one I found but a huge one. Seems to be related to Win 7 and beyond. When you launch the
game for the first time, the cursor will be messed up. It will be a 'fist' instead of an arrow and it will not allow you to play.
There's a fix around the forums and it's easy to use. After that, the game runs flawlessly. There's just another minor issue. The
sound can disappear. You must go to the audio options and select the one that will bring the sound back. No big deal.

Overall, is one of those gems that not many seem to play nowadays. I imagine that if this game featured Marvel or DC heroes it
could be one of those legendary titles with a huge fan base. Nevertheless, it stands by itself. It's long enough, around 50 hours
with some replay value, and is pretty cheap even if it is not on sale. I happily recommend it.
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